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Ordinance No. 1278-15 
 
 
Council Member Kelley 
 

 

AN EMERGENCY ORDINANCE 

To repeal various sections of Chapter 413 of the 

Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, Ohio, 1976 as 

amended by various ordinances; and to supplement 

the codified ordinances by enacting new Sections 

413.01, 413.03, 413.04, and 413.05 and by amending 

Sections 413.07, 413.08 and 413.11; and to repeal 

Sections 413.031, 413.032 and 413.06 of the codified 

ordinances, relating to traffic control devices.   

  

 

  
  

WHEREAS, this ordinance constitutes an emergency measure providing for the usual 

daily operation of a municipal department; now, therefore,  

 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND:  

 

Section 1.   That the following sections of the Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, 

Ohio, 1976: 

 

Sections 413.01, as amended by Ordinance No. 1684-76, passed June 29, 1976, 

 

Section 413.03, as amended by Ordinance No. 91-96, passed March 18, 1996, 

 

Section 413.04, as amended by Ordinance No. 1684-76, passed June 29, 1976, and 

 

Section 413.05, as amended by Ordinance No. 755-A-86, passed October 27, 1986, 

 

are repealed. 

 

Section 2.  That Section 413.031, as amended by Ordinance No. 1072-13, passed 

August 14, 2013, relating to Use of Automated Cameras to Impose Civil Penalties upon Red 

Light and Speeding Violators, is repealed. 

 

Section 3.  That Section 413.032, as amended by Ordinance No. 1029-07, passed 

August 8, 2007, relating to Costs of Collection of Unpaid Tickets for Photo-Enforced Offenses, 

is repealed. 

 

Section 4. That Section 413.06, as amended by Ordinance No. 1684-76, passed June 

29, 1976, relating to Flashing Traffic Signals, is repealed. 

 

Section 5. That the Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, Ohio, 1976 are supplemented 

by enacting new Sections 413.01, 413.03, 413.04 and 413.05 to read as follows: 

 
  Section 413.01   Obedience to Traffic Control Devices 
 
  (a) (1) No pedestrian or driver of a vehicle shall disobey the instructions of any 
traffic-control device placed in accordance with the provisions of this traffic code, unless at the 
time otherwise directed by a police officer. 
 
  (2) No provision of this traffic code for which signs are required shall be enforced 
against an alleged violator if, at the time and place of the alleged violation, an official sign is not 
in proper position and sufficiently legible to be seen by an ordinarily observant person. 
Whenever a particular section of this traffic code does not state that signs are required, that 
section shall be effective even though no signs are erected or in place. 
 
  (b) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates division (a) of this 
section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender 
previously has been convicted of or pleaded guilty to one (1) predicate motor vehicle or traffic 
offense, whoever violates division (a) of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth 
degree. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two 
(2) or more predicate motor vehicle or traffic offenses, whoever violates division (a) of this 
section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 
(RC 4511.12) 
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  Section 413.03   Traffic Control Signal Terms and Lights 
 
  Highway traffic signal indications for vehicles and pedestrians shall have the following 
meanings: 
 
  (a) Steady Green Signal Indication. 
 
  (1) A. Vehicular traffic facing a circular green signal indication are permitted to 
proceed straight through or turn right or left or make a u-turn movement except as such 
movement is modified by a lane-use sign, turn prohibition sign, lane marking, roadway design, 
separate turn signal indication, or other traffic control device. Such vehicular traffic, including 
vehicles turning right or left or making a u-turn movement, shall yield the right-of-way to both of 
the following: 
 
    1. Pedestrians lawfully within an associated crosswalk; 
 
    2. Other vehicles lawfully within the intersection. 
 
   B. In addition, vehicular traffic turning left or making a u-turn movement to the 
left shall yield the right-of-way to other vehicles approaching from the opposite direction so 
closely as to constitute an immediate hazard during the time when such turning vehicle is 
moving across or within the intersection. 
 
  (2) Vehicular traffic facing a green arrow signal indication, displayed alone or in 
combination with another signal indication, are permitted to cautiously enter the intersection 
only to make the movement indicated by such arrow, or such other movement as is permitted by 
other indications displayed at the same time. Such vehicular traffic, including vehicles turning 
right or left or making a u-turn movement, shall yield the right-of-way to both of the following: 
    
   A. Pedestrians lawfully within an associated crosswalk; 
 
   B. Other traffic lawfully using the intersection. 
 
  (3) A. Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal indication, as provided in RC 
4511.14, pedestrians facing a circular green signal indication are permitted to proceed across the 
roadway within any marked or unmarked associated crosswalk. The pedestrian shall yield the 
right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection or so close as to create an immediate 
hazard at the time that the green signal indication is first displayed. 
 
   B. Pedestrians facing a green arrow signal indication, unless otherwise directed by 
a pedestrian signal indication or other traffic control device, shall not cross the roadway. 
 
  (b) Steady Yellow Signal Indication. 
 
  (1) Vehicular traffic facing a steady circular yellow signal indication are thereby 
warned that the related green movement or the related flashing arrow movement is being 
terminated or that a steady red signal indication will be exhibited immediately thereafter when 
vehicular traffic shall not enter the intersection. The provisions governing vehicular operation 
under the movement being terminated shall continue to apply while the steady circular yellow 
signal indication is displayed. 
 
  (2) Vehicular traffic facing a steady yellow arrow signal indication is thereby warned 
that the related green arrow movement or the related flashing arrow movement is being 
terminated. The provisions governing vehicular operation under the movement being terminated 
shall continue to apply while the steady yellow arrow signal indication is displayed. 
 
  (3) Pedestrians facing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal indication, 
unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal indication as provided in RC 4511.14 or other 
traffic control device, shall not start to cross the roadway. 
 
  (c) Steady Red Signal Indication. 
 
  (1) A. Vehicular traffic facing a steady circular red signal indication, unless entering 
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the intersection to make another movement permitted by another signal indication, shall stop at a 
clearly marked stop line; but if there is no stop line, traffic shall stop before entering the 
crosswalk on the near side of the intersection; or if there is no crosswalk, then before entering the 
intersection; and shall remain stopped until a signal indication to proceed is displayed except as 
provided in divisions (c)(1), (c)(2), and (c)(3) of this section. 
 
   B. Except when a traffic control device is in place prohibiting a turn on red or a 
steady red arrow signal indication is displayed, vehicular traffic facing a steady circular red 
signal indication is permitted, after stopping, to enter the intersection to turn right, or to turn left 
from a one (1) way street into a one (1) way street. The right to proceed with the turn shall be 
subject to the provisions that are applicable after making a stop at a stop sign. 
 
  (2) A. Vehicular traffic facing a steady red arrow signal indication shall not enter the 
intersection to make the movement indicated by the arrow and, unless entering the intersection to 
make another movement permitted by another signal indication, shall stop at a clearly marked 
stop line; but if there is no stop line, before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the 
intersection; or if there is no crosswalk, then before entering the intersection; and shall remain 
stopped until a signal indication or other traffic control device permitting the movement 
indicated by such red arrow is displayed. 
 
   B. When a traffic control device is in place permitting a turn on a steady red 
arrow signal indication, vehicular traffic facing a steady red arrow indication is permitted, after 
stopping, to enter the intersection to turn right, or to turn left from a one (1) way street into a one 
(1) way street. The right to proceed with the turn shall be limited to the direction indicated by the 
arrow and shall be subject to the provisions that are applicable after making a stop at a stop sign. 
 
  (3) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal indication as provided in RC 
4511.14 or other traffic control device, pedestrians facing a steady circular red or steady red 
arrow signal indication shall not enter the roadway. 
 
  (4) The municipality by ordinance, or the Ohio Director of Transportation on state 
highways, may prohibit a right or a left turn against a steady red signal at any intersection, which 
shall be effective when signs giving notice thereof are posted at the intersection. 
 
  (d) Flashing Green Signal Indication.  A flashing green signal indication has no 
meaning and shall not be used. 
 
  (e) Flashing Yellow Signal Indication. 
 
  (1) A. Vehicular traffic, on an approach to an intersection, facing a flashing circular 
yellow signal indication, is permitted to cautiously enter the intersection to proceed straight 
through or turn right or left or make a u-turn movement except as such movement is modified by 
lane-use signs, turn prohibition signs, lane markings, roadway design, separate turn signal 
indications, or other traffic control devices. Such vehicular traffic, including vehicles turning 
right or left or making a u-turn movement, shall yield the right-of-way to both of the following: 
 
    1. Pedestrians lawfully within an associated crosswalk; 
 
    2. Other vehicles lawfully within the intersection. 
 
   B. In addition, vehicular traffic turning left or making a u-turn to the left shall 
yield the right-of-way to other vehicles approaching from the opposite direction so closely as to 
constitute an immediate hazard during the time when such turning vehicle is moving across or 
within the intersection. 
 
  (2) A. Vehicular traffic, on an approach to an intersection, facing a flashing yellow 
arrow signal indication, displayed alone or in combination with another signal indication, is 
permitted to cautiously enter the intersection only to make the movement indicated by such 
arrow, or other such movement as is permitted by other signal indications displayed at the same 
time. Such vehicular traffic, including vehicles turning right or left or making a u-turn, shall 
yield the right-of-way to both of the following: 
 
    1. Pedestrians lawfully within an associated crosswalk; 
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    2. Other vehicles lawfully within the intersection. 
 
   B. In addition, vehicular traffic turning left or making a u-turn to the left shall 
yield the right-of-way to other vehicles approaching from the opposite direction so closely as to 
constitute an immediate hazard during the time when such turning vehicle is moving across or 
within the intersection. 
 
  (3) Pedestrians facing any flashing yellow signal indication at an intersection, unless 
otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal indication or other traffic control device, are permitted 
to proceed across the roadway within any marked or unmarked associated crosswalk. Pedestrians 
shall yield the right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at the time that the 
flashing yellow signal indication is first displayed. 
 
  (4) When a flashing circular yellow signal indication is displayed as a beacon to 
supplement another traffic control device, road users are notified that there is a need to pay 
additional attention to the message contained thereon or that the regulatory or warning 
requirements of the other traffic control device, which might not be applicable at all times, are 
currently applicable. 
 
  (f) Flashing Red Signal Indication. 
 
  (1) Vehicular traffic, on an approach to an intersection, facing a flashing circular red 
signal indication, shall stop at a clearly marked stop line; but if there is no stop line, before 
entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection; or if there is no crosswalk, at the point 
nearest the intersecting roadway where the driver has a view of approaching traffic on the 
intersecting roadway before entering the intersection. The right to proceed shall be subject to the 
provisions that are applicable after making a stop at a stop sign. 
 
  (2) Pedestrians facing any flashing red signal indication at an intersection, unless 
otherwise directed by a pedestrian signal indication or other traffic control device, are permitted 
to proceed across the roadway within any marked or unmarked associated crosswalk. Pedestrians 
shall yield the right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at the time that the 
flashing red signal indication is first displayed. 
 
  (3) When a flashing circular red signal indication is displayed as a beacon to 
supplement another traffic control device, road users are notified that there is a need to pay 
additional attention to the message contained thereon or that the regulatory requirements of the 
other traffic control device, which might not be applicable at all times, are currently applicable. 
Use of this signal indication shall be limited to supplementing stop, do not enter, or wrong way 
signs, and to applications where compliance with the supplemented traffic control device 
requires a stop at a designated point. 
 
  (g) In the event an official traffic-control signal is erected and maintained at a place 
other than an intersection, the provisions of this section shall be applicable except as to those 
provisions which by their nature can have no application. Any stop required shall be made at a 
sign or marking on the pavement indicating where the stop shall be made, but in the absence of 
any such sign or marking the stop shall be made at the signal. 
 
  (h) This section does not apply at railroad grade crossings. Conduct of drivers of 
vehicles approaching railroad grade crossings shall be governed by RC 4511.61 and 4511.62. 
(RC 4511.13) 
 
  Section 413.04    Lane-Use Control Signals Over Individual Lanes 
 
  The meanings of lane-use control signal indications are as follows: 
 
  (a) A Steady Downward Green Arrow.  A road user is permitted to drive in the lane 
over which the arrow signal indication is located. 
 
  (b) A Steady Yellow “X”. A road user is to prepare to vacate the lane over which the 
signal indication is located because a lane control change is being made to a steady red “X” 
signal indication. 
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  (c) A Steady White Two (2) Way Left-Turn Arrow.  A road user is permitted to use a 
lane over which the signal indication is located for a left turn, but not for through travel, with the 
understanding that common use of the lane by oncoming road users for left turns also is 
permitted. 
 
  (d) A Steady White One (1) Way Left-Turn Arrow. A road user is permitted to use a 
lane over which the signal indication is located for a left turn, without opposing turns in the same 
lane, but not for through travel. 
 
  (e) A Steady Red “X”. A road user is not permitted to use the lane over which the 
signal indication is located and that this signal indication shall modify accordingly the meaning 
of other traffic controls present. 
(RC 4511.131) 
   
  Section 413.05    Pedestrian Control Signals 
 
  Whenever special pedestrian-control signals exhibiting the words “walk” or “don’t 
walk”, or the symbol of a walking person or an upraised palm are in place, these signals shall 
indicate the following instructions: 
 
  (a) A steady walking person signal indication, which symbolizes “walk”, means that a 
pedestrian facing the signal indication is permitted to start to cross the roadway in the direction 
of the signal indication, possibly in conflict with turning vehicles. The pedestrian shall yield the 
right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at the time that the walking person 
signal indication is first shown. 
 
  (b) A flashing upraised hand signal indication, which symbolizes “don't walk”, means 
that a pedestrian shall not start to cross the roadway in the direction of the signal indication, but 
that any pedestrian who has already started to cross on a steady walking person signal indication 
shall proceed to the far side of the traveled way of the street or highway, unless otherwise 
directed by a traffic control device to proceed only to the median of a divided highway or only to 
some other island or pedestrian refuge area. 
 
  (c) A steady upraised hand signal indication means that a pedestrian shall not enter the 
roadway in the direction of the signal indication. 
 
  (d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to invalidate the continued use of 
pedestrian control signals utilizing the word “wait” if those signals were installed prior to March 
28, 1985. 
 
  (e) A flashing walking person signal indication has no meaning and shall not be used. 
(RC 4511.14) 
 
 
  Section 6. That the Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, Ohio, 1976 are supplemented 
by amending Sections 413.07 and 413.08, as amended by Ordinance No. 91-96, passed March 
18, 1996, and Section 413.11 as amended by Ordinance No. 2822-89, passed March 19, 1990, to 
read as follows: 

 

Section 413.07   Unauthorized Signs and Signals; Hiding from View; 

Advertising 

    (a)  (1) No person shall place, maintain or display upon or in view of any street,  any 

unauthorized sign, signal, marking or device which purports to be or is an imitation of or 

resembles a traffic control device or railroad sign or signal, or which attempts to direct the 

movement of traffic, or which hides from view or interferes with the effectiveness of any traffic 

control device or any railroad sign or signal, and no person shall place or maintain, nor shall any 

public authority permit, upon any street any traffic sign or signal bearing thereon any 

commercial advertising. This section does not prohibit the erection upon private property 

adjacent to streets of signs giving useful directional information and of a type that cannot be 
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mistaken for traffic control devices or the erection upon private property of traffic control 

devices by the owner of real property in accordance with RC 4511.211 and RC 4511.32. 

    (2) Every such prohibited sign, signal, marking or device is a public nuisance, and the 

Director of Public Safety is authorized to remove the same or cause it to be removed. 

(RC 4511.16(A)) 

      

(b)   No person shall stick, post or attach any advertisement, poster, sign, handbill or 

placard of any kind or description upon any portion of a traffic control device or pole, post or 

stanchion upon which such device is placed or to which such device is attached, except such as 

may be required or permitted by the State laws or City ordinances. 

 (c) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates this section is guilty of a 
minor misdemeanor. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender previously has been 
convicted of or pleaded guilty to one (1) predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever 
violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one (1) year of the 
offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two (2) or more predicate motor vehicle 
or traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 
(RC 4511.16(B)) 
 

 

Section 413.08   Tampering with Traffic Control Devises Prohibited 

   (a)  No person, without lawful authority, shall do any of the following: 

    (1)    Knowingly move, deface, damage, destroy, or otherwise improperly tamper with 

any traffic control device, any railroad sign or signal, or any inscription, shield, or insignia on the 

device, sign, or signal, or any part of the device, sign, or signal; 

  (2)   Knowingly drive upon or over any freshly applied pavement marking material on the 

surface of a roadway while the marking material is in an undried condition and is marked by 

flags, markers, signs, or other devices intended to protect it; 

    (3)   Knowingly move, damage, destroy, or otherwise improperly tamper with a manhole 

cover. 

  (b) (1) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates division (a)(1) 
or (a)(3) of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. If a violation of division 
(a)(1) or (a)(3) of this section creates a risk of physical harm to any person, the offender is guilty 
of a misdemeanor of the first degree. If a violation of division (a)(1) or (a)(3) of this section 
causes serious physical harm to property that is owned, leased, or controlled by a state or local 
authority, the offender is guilty of a felony to be prosecuted under appropriate state law. 
  (2) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates division (a)(2) of 
this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender 
previously has been convicted of or pleaded guilty to one (1) predicate motor vehicle or traffic 
offense, whoever violates division (a)(2) of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth 
degree. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two 
(2) or more predicate motor vehicle or traffic offenses, whoever violates division (a)(2) of this 
section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 
(RC 4511.17) 
 

Section 413.11   Driver’s Duties Upon Approaching Ambiguous or Non-

Working Traffic Signal 

    (a)  The driver of a vehicle who approaches an intersection where traffic is controlled by 

traffic control signals shall do all of the following, if the signal facing the driver either exhibits 

no colored lights or colored lighted arrows or exhibits a combination of such lights or arrows that 

fails to clearly indicate the assignment of right-of-way: 

    (1)   Stop at a clearly marked stop line, but if none, stop before entering the crosswalk on 

the near side of the intersection, or, if none, stop before entering the intersection; 
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    (2)   Yield the right-of-way to all vehicles in the intersection or approaching on an 

intersecting road, if the vehicles will constitute an immediate hazard during the time the driver is 

moving across or within the intersection or junction of roadways; 

    (3)   Exercise ordinary care while proceeding through the intersection. 

  (b) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates this section is guilty 
of a minor misdemeanor. If, within one (1) year of the offense, the offender previously has been 
convicted of or pleaded guilty to one (1) predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever 
violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one (1) year of the 
offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two (2) or more predicate motor vehicle 
or traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 
(RC 4511.132) 

Section 7. That existing Sections 413.07 and 413.08, as amended by Ordinance No. 

91-96, passed March 18, 1996, and Section 413.11 as amended by Ordinance No. 2822-89, 

passed March 19, 1990 of the Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, Ohio, 1976, are hereby 

repealed. 

 

Section 8. That this ordinance is declared to be an emergency measure and, provided 

it receives the affirmative vote of two-thirds of all the members elected to Council, it shall take 

effect and be in force immediately upon its passage and approval by the Mayor; otherwise it shall 

take effect and be in force from and after the earliest period allowed by law. 

 

 

 
KJK:rns  

10-19-15  
 



 

 

Ord. No.  1278-15                  REPORT 
                        after second Reading 

Council Member Kelley 
 

AN EMERGENCY ORDINANCE 
To repeal various sections of Chapter 413 of the Codified Ordinances of Cleveland, 

Ohio, 1976 as amended by various ordinances; and to supplement the codified 

ordinances by enacting new Sections 413.01, 413.03, 413.04, and 413.05 and by 

amending Sections 413.07, 413.08 and 413.11; and to repeal Sections 413.031, 

413.032 and 413.06 of the codified ordinances, relating to traffic control devices.   
 

READ FIRST TIME on OCTOBER 19, 2015     REPORTS 
and referred to DIRECTORS of Public Safety, Finance, Law;  
COMMITTEES on Safety, Finance 
 
 
 
     CITY CLERK 

 
  READ SECOND TIME 
                                                                

 
     CITY CLERK 

 
  READ THIRD TIME 

 
 
     PRESIDENT 

 
                                                                                         
     CITY CLERK 

               
         
         

APPROVED 

 
       
         
     MAYOR 
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